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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW 
June 15, 2019 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO  ( -15) 
 
 
Q.  Not the finish you wanted, but overall do you look at the positive, another really 
good day? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Yeah.  I mean, I was playing really well the whole day, hitting a lot of 
greens.  And really, if I could get my putter to roll the putts better, it's insane what could be 
done.  I just have to keep positive and go into tomorrow well. 
 
Q.  Seemed like first four or five holes you were doing your thing, then once that first 
putt dropped for your first birdie, you just turned it up and birdie after birdie started to 
come.  Did you sense once that first one went down, it was time to -- 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Yeah.  I mean, our whole group didn't have a birdie until the fourth 
hole and Megan finally made one.  Or yeah, the fourth hole.  I don't even know what hole 
actually.  But our whole group didn't get one and she finally knocked one in, and from there it 
seemed like the hole was big. 
 
Q.  It's only your third start, correct, on tour? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Yep. 
 
Q.  Knowing that you're in a position to win heading into a Sunday round, what does 
that mean to you this early in your LPGA career?  
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Yeah, just go into it just like any other tournament.  I mean, I always 
like the chase, so I'll just go out there and play my game and see what shows up tomorrow. 
 
Q.  You mentioned chasing.  Looking at the leaderboard, you have past champions, 
top-10 golfers, an Olympian.  Do you feel pressure wise knowing you may be the 
unknown, I guess where the pressure is compared for you -- for you compared to 
them? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Yeah, there definitely -- they probably don't know who I am.  I'm sure 
they know that I won Augusta.  I mean, everyone knows that, I think.  I can't really think 
about who they are and what they've done.  I haven't had time to (inaudible) who I am yet, 
I'm just trying to go out there and play my own game. 
 
Q.  Can you explain how different the feeling is for you just confidence-wise, that 
three-week period to what you've been able to do so far early on tour here? 
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JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Yeah, I mean, it was really hard for me at the beginning.  I wasn't 
hitting the ball my best.  To finally get my hitting back this week, it's been really nice and 
taken a little bit of pressure off my game.  
 
Q.  You talked about the transition of coming on tour, having just graduated, busy 
schedules, transition has been tough, but what's been something that you've really 
enjoyed, something maybe you didn't expect after coming out here? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  I guess just seeing all my friends again.  Obviously my class, a lot of 
them left, so I hadn't gotten to see them.  I think that's the best part.  And traveling with my 
parents is also really fun.  Yeah, it's been a great experience. 
 
Q.  How long ago was it you said you graduated? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  May 21st maybe. 
 
Q.  Pretty quickly. 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  I asked Pressel a question because she said that you were in her rookie pod.  She 
said though she hasn't seen much, she sees greatness in you and can see wins in 
your future.  Hearing that from a former Olympian, what does that, I guess, mean to 
you? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  I mean, that's amazing.  She's a really nice person and she's fun to 
be around.  Obviously she has a lot of really good knowledge.  Played a practice round with 
her, so to get to see how she plays a course and stuff like that I think -- I mean, it's really 
great to hear that from her. 
 
Q.  I'm just curious, having it be only your third tournament on tour, how does your 
mindset change from entering a tournament (inaudible) to now sitting two strokes, 
three strokes off the lead? 
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  Nothing really.  It's the tour life out here, you're going out and playing 
your best, trying to play your best every day.  Every start I've had, both amateur and 
professional, I've always had one bad round and it tends to come on Saturday, so I was 
really just focused on today and finishing strong and I'll hopefully do the same tomorrow. 
 
Q.  Do you feel that gives you a better chance knowing that you didn't really have a 
bad round this weekend on a Saturday?  
 
JENNIFER KUPCHO:  I mean, yeah.  Obviously it's really hard to win out here.  To win out 
here you really have to be playing your best the whole week.  Everything has to go your 
way, I think, and we'll see how it goes tomorrow.  


